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Preventing Latch-Up
in the COMBO IITM

CODEC/Filter

INTRODUCTION

Despite the superior latch-up resistance already achieved,

there are still conditions under which the COMBO II family of

CODEC/Filter devices can be made to latch-up. These con-

ditions are well understood and some simple precautions

will prevent them from occurring.

LATCH-UP MECHANISM

The latch-up mechanisms for CMOS circuits operating with

single supplies such as logic devices are generally well un-

derstood and easily controlled. The situation is a more com-

plicated with mixed signal analog and digital devices such

as CODEC/Filters, which operate from dual supplies. Figure
1 illustrates some of the parasitic transistors which have

been found to play the most significant role in triggering

latch-up in dual supply N-well CMOS devices. Once activat-

ed, the latch-up mechanism is essentially the same as for

single supply devices.

TRIGGERING LATCH-UP

The normal method of preventing latch-up in CMOS devices

involves minimizing the gain of the parasitic transistors and

insuring, through layout techniques, that a low value resist-

ance is connected across the base-emitter junction of one

or both of the parasitic transistors (PNP and NPN). In a

single supply device, VSS and GND in Figure 1 would be

connected together at frequent intervals through the device

layout, insuring the Rsub is of sufficiently low value to shunt

all injected current away from the base of Q2. In dual supply

devices where VSS and GND are separated by 5V, it would

at first seem that any current injected by parasitic transistors

such as Q1 would flow harmlessly to VSS, maintaining the

base-emitter junction of Q2 safely reverse biased. If howev-

er, VSS were to momentarily become positive relative to

GND, the base-emitter junction of Q2 would forward bias

and the low value of Rsub would be of no benefit in shunting

away base current. It would, in fact, become the path

through which base current flowed to Q2. As will be ex-

plained, this is the mechanism which triggers latch-up in
COMBO II devices .

SUSTAINING LATCH-UP

Once Q2 turns on, its collector current provides the source

of base current for Q1 and other PNP parasitic transistors

not shown in the figure. Q1 then supplies additional base

current to Q2, resulting in latch-up or at very minimum a high

current operating state. At this point, there may be sufficient

current flowing that connecting VSS will not turn off fQ2 but

will turn on Q3, further intensifying the latch-up.

LATCH-UP SENARIO

The fundamental trigger mechanism for latch-up in dual sup-

ply CMOS devices is VSS going positive relative to GND.

Several relatively common situations which can activate this

mechanism will be discussed. Clearly, all of these situations

deal in some way with VSS ‘‘floating’’, at least momentarily,

since VSS being positive relative to GND is an essential

element of the trigger mechanism.

HOT INSERTION OF LINECARDS

In linecard applications, it is frequently necessary to insert

the card into the line frame ‘‘hot’’, i.e., with power already

on. It is assumed that the GND pin on the card always
makes contact before the supply pins or any signal pins as
recommended in Application Note AN-370.

INPUT SIGNALS APPLIED BEFORE VCC

AN-370 also recommends that the VCC and VSS pins make

contact before any signal pins. But depending on the type of

connector it may not be possible to have three pin lengths

(for GND, VCC and VSS, and signal pins). In this case, VCC,

VSS and all signal pins may connect in any sequence de-

pending on how the card is inserted. Another fairly common

practice, which is not recommended, is to connect the in-

puts of the COMBO device directly to the backplane. Since

power is on and the backplane is active, the following situa-

tion may arise:

# GND connects

# Signal inputs are connected and inputs are either at a5V

or have active logic signals on them

# The VCC and VSS pins are not connected

In this situation transistor Q1 is turned on, since the VCC pin

is not connected yet and is therefore at a lower potential

than the inputs. Since VCC tends to have large filter capaci-
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FIGURE 1
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